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think of a 
learning space 

formal or informal
indoor or outdoor

where
is it?

who
are the 
users?

what
is its 

purpose?

what
activities does 

it enable or 
discourage?

how 
does it 
feel?

why?



What is designing?

Design – a concept, a document/plan, finished product or building 
something that’s done for us

Designing – an active, ongoing process
something that we can contribute to through participation
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Participatory designing for learning spaces

A participatory designing approach is … 
values-based and assumes that the inclusion of 
diverse viewpoints and practices contributes to 
social, emotional and educational wellbeing.

Participation is …
a connecting thread between learning and designing 
and it supports social inclusion 

Participation involves …
active engagement in a collaborative creative process 
that involves stakeholders with varying experience

(Hughes & Elliott Burns, 2019)

[Images: Top copied with Creative Commons license from Pixabay.com. 
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Values-based participatory designing

Who is valued here? 

Who is not valued here?

What is valued here? 

What is not valued here?

What learning activities are enabled by the design of this space?

What learning activities are inhibited by the design of this space?
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Participatory designing ~ for and with learners

Everyday designers – teachers, students, school 
community …

• who are they?

• what are their values, needs, expectations, wishes?

• how do they imagine their ideal learning space?

Professional designers – help realise our imaginings
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Why is participatory designing important?

Participatory designing enables / enhances …

• Creation of school spaces that are conducive to 
contemporary learning, teaching and student wellbeing 
– fit for purpose and cost effective

• School community engagement

• Teachers’ expert knowledge about contemporary pedagogy and learners 
can inform the work of professional designers and architects

• Wellbeing - gives students a voice, sense of ownership and belonging in their school 
environment

• Curriculum - provides an authentic focus for student learning, e.g. literacy and numeracy, 
inquiry and problem-solving, creative design and technology projects

• Pedagogy - fosters teacher collaboration and innovation in using new spaces

• Professional learning opportunities - teachers can learn from and with colleagues and 
other stakeholders, including professional designers and architects

• Continuity and long term viability of spaces - beyond the original building project - through 
ongoing use, evaluation and reimagination by teachers and students
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A continuous process…

Learning 
space 

designing

(re)imagining

(re)evaluatingusing



• Survey
• Observation
• Overheard comments & anecdotes
• Discussion
• Reflective walkthrough
• Photos, video

evaluating Methods



Aspects Questions Summary of student responses
Flexibility Are there things that you can change and play 

with in lots of different ways?
We have 1 playground and sandpit but we don’t all fit.
We only have balls to play with and we can run.

Shelter Is there any shelter here? What’s it like? The obstacle course is under cover, otherwise it is very hot in the 
sun when you are running. 

Centres of 
interest

Are there any really interesting things to play 
with? What are these?

We can play in the playground, sandpit or on the obstacle course. 
They’re busy. 

Natural features Are there natural things to play with like trees, 
long grass or pebbles?

We don’t have anything like this. 
We are not allowed in the gardens.

Atmosphere What is it like here? Does it feel friendly or not? I like to play with my friends here sometimes, except when they 
are running and pulling me. 
Sometimes the ball hits me. 

Sensory 
elements

Are there things:
• To touch?
• To smell?
• That make a noise?
• That are interesting to look at?

We don’t have anything to play with in our playground that we 
can smell or that makes noise. Our home corner is only for girls. 
We can touch the playground, balls and sand toys. I don’t like 
getting sand in my shoes. 

Accessibility Can you get to everything that you want to? I don’t always get a ball to play with. Sometimes my friends play 
tag because you can’t play in the sandpit when it’s busy. 

Risk and 
challenge

Are there things that are quite exciting and 
adventurous?

I like the rope on the playground. 
Sometimes the obstacle course is tricky. 

Practicalities Is it easy to get there? We can play at first and second break, we just walk out of our 
classroom. 

Kucks & Hughes (2019). Survey adapted from Casey, T. (2007). Environments for outdoor play: A practical guide to making space for children (p. 37). London: Sage

Learning space evaluation survey – with Prep students



• What catches your eye? 
• What makes you want to look away? 
• What invites you to sit, relax, read, study – or not? Why?
• What seems out of place? 
• What seems out of date? 
• What seems without purpose? 
• Now close your eyes – what do you hear, smell? Good & bad! 

evaluating Reflective walkthrough



Values

Who is valued 
here?

Activities

What 
activities are 
enabled by 
the design?

Site/Building

What physical 
aspects 
enhance 

learning?

Technology/
Layout

What technical 
and design 

features 
enhance 
learning?

What is 
valued here?

Who is not 
valued here?

What 
activities are 
inhibited by 
the design?

What physical 
aspects 

discourage 
learning?

What technical 
and design 

features 
discourage 
learning?

What is not 
valued here?

evaluating Reflective walkthrough - templates

VAST heuristic – for learning space evaluation 
Raylee Elliott Burns (2016) adapted from Heath, T. (1989). 
Introduction to design theory. Brisbane: QUT. Revised Hughes 
(2018). For explanation see School library Designing web site.

VAST heuristic adapted for use by primary school students 
by an MEd student – copied with permission
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imagining Sharing ideas, creative activities

• Workshops – charrettes
• Discussion and informal conversations
• Projects
• Mindmaps
• Visual representations - Drawings, models, software
• Visits – schools, public libraries, museums, shops
• Inspiration – Pinterest, design mags & TV shows



Imagining – template - wishes, needs & opportunities 
Ideas for a vibrant… innovative… active… future … inclusive… diverse… space…

Where Location - on school site
Connections – with built environment
Connections – to natural environment
Connections – through digital environment 
Access – inclusion

Who Stakeholders
Learning & 
wellbeing

School mission, values, goals
Curriculum
Pedagogy
Social interaction
Privacy, quiet retreat
Diversity - social & cultural diversity
Safety

Function Activities
Resources – physical & digital
Technology
Help/support services

Look & Feel Atmosphere
Colour
Furniture & fittings
Layout

Innovation Original / Fun / Playful features
Identity Theme / Distinctive name for the space



Visually representing designs…

[Images: Top - Humphries Polis Architects. Holzman Moss Bottino Architecture (2011) - copied with permission.
Others by Hilary Hughes].

Collaboratively in groups represent conceptual designs
• Envisage an IDEAL learning space - let your imagination flow
• Representations don’t have to be ‘perfect’ – no rulers needed
• Freehand drawings, collage, models using found materials

Keep in mind
• Identity and purpose of the space
• School mission and goals
• Curriculum and pedagogy
• School community - diversity and inclusion

Design for sustainability
• Flexible spaces for ongoing/future development
• Relationships between built, digital and natural environment
• Accessibility and flow of people
• Natural light, shade, ventilation, sound

Share, compare, select, incorporate
• Brainstorm
• Consensus

Showcase
• Decision-makers
• School community
• Professional designers, architects 



[Images: QUT MEd Students - copied with permission]

School students visualising learning space designs
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Learning and teaching

• Celebrate the new space!
• Flexibility
• Allow time to grow into new spaces
• Guided by curriculum & learning needs
• Experiment with and space & pedagogy
• Share with colleagues
• Professional learning & mentoring

using



• Regular ongoing evaluation
• Similar methods (as above)
• Focus on user experience and well being
• Report technical glitches
• Web site, blog to record ideas and changes

• Reimagine …

(re)
evaluating Post occupancy evaluation (POE)
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Thank you!

Dr Hilary Hughes, Adjunct Associate Professor, Faculty of Education, QUT
Email: h.hughes@qut.edu.au
Web site: School Library Designing https://hilaryemh.wordpress.com/
Twitter: @SchoolLibDesign @HilaryEva
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For further designing resources, practical tips and research

School Library Designing Hilary Hughes[web site and blog] https://hilaryemh.wordpress.com/
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